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THE SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR
COMPUTER GENERATED IMAGERY

Thomas H. Henderson
Image Generation Manager
Flight Simulation Division
The NASA Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas

A second DIG system generates imagery for
any three of the four aft or overhead
windows (selectable by the operator). The
fourth window repeats its adjacent window
view. Thus all four windows remain active.
These are 70 X 93-degrees field-of-view
Farrand pancake windows using Hughes black
and white light valve projectors.

ABSTRACT
The Shuttle Mission Simulator utilizes four
CGI (Computer Generated Image) systems.
Orbit simulation includes earth scenes,
stars, sun glare, and payloads. Approach
and landing visual imagery for eight STS
(Space Transportation System) landing sites
are simulated. STS Night landing runways
and visual aids are described along with
their simulation in the SMS. Future SMS
visual simulation plans and challenges are
discussed for SPACE - THE NEXT TWENTY
'
YEARS.

A third DIG generates standard 525 line
black and white CCTV views. Up to three
simultaneous camera views may be generated
for display on the two onboard monitors
(permitting one split-screen view) and for
simulated transmission to the ground.

THE SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR

The Motion Base Simulator has a forward
crew station with six-degrees of freedom
motion simulation including an
extended-pitch capability permitting
tilt-up to a vertical position. The Motion
Base Simulator uses a forward window visual
system identical to that of the Fixed Base
Simulator.

The primary training facility for the STS
flight crews is at the Johnson Space
Center. The facility includes the Fixed
Based .Simulator, the Motion Base Simulator,
the Spaeelpb Simulator, and the Guidance
and Navigation Simulator. The first two
constitute what is often called the SMS
(Shuttle Mission Simulator).

A separate aft crew station was added to
the Motion Base Simulator in 1982. A
mid-deck will be completed this year. An
aft window and CCTV visual simulation is
being considered for future operations.

The SMS utilizes four visual CGI systems.
All are versions of the Singer Company's
first commercial CGI system. Singer calls
the system DIG for Digital Image
Generation. Three DIGs are used in the
Fixed Base Simulator and one in the Motion
Base Simulator. The first DIG system
generates three window scenes for the six
forward Orbiter windows. Any four
adjacent windows are active since the two
windows directly in front of the
crewman §how the same view. Selection of
the activfe windows may be controlled
by the crewman, or by an operator. Each
window display uses a 775 line 26"
color TV - beamsplitter-mirror to generate
a 30 X 40 -degrees field-of-view
infinity-image.

Operation of the Spacelab Simulator is
planned for the Spring of 1983. The
Spacelab Simulator may be interfaced with
either the Fixed Base or Motion Base
Simulators.
The Guidance and Navigation Simulator went
into operation in 1982. It is not a
training facility. Instead, it is designed
to develop and checkout SMS computer loads.
It has no visual system hardware and none
is currently planned.
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ORBITAL VISUAL SIMULATION

Earth Scene
The entire globe was modeled for simulation
in the forward windows. This computer
generated earth is composed of
1620-equilateral triangles averaging 460
nautical miles on a side. These are modeled
to closely approximate a sphere. Thus,this
earth scene inherently has a good day-night
terminator. Lighter colored surfaces are
easily visible under nighttime
illumination. For surface feature modeling,
emphasis was given to coastline shapes,
major lakes and rivers. This enables
recognition of the geography. No attempt
was made to simulate high detail for
landmark tracking or earth resource
activities.
Large cloud patterns primarily overlay the
oceans (FIGURE 1). This enables detection
of orbital motion, specifically the visual
determination of yaw attitude. Four earth
orbit cloud configurations exist, from
clear to somewhat under 50% cloud cover.
Only the 50% cloud cover version has been
used since it is the most realistic
configuration.
The aft and CCTV computer generated earth
view is that of a simple disc. Hexagonal
shaped cloud patterns are modeled on the
earth to give an appearance of sphericity
(FIGURE 2). A darker version is used for
nighttime. Simplicity of the earth allows
the 10,000 face-boundary image
generation capacity of the aft and CCTV
DIGs to be reserved for payload
simulation.
Payload Simulation
The SMS CCTV & Aft/Overhead DIGs are
designed for payload
simulation. Visual payload configurations
are designed for each mission,
except Spacelab flights which presently
have no visual payload tasks.
Payload simulation requires the
determination of visual occlusion
priorities (the order in which objects
visually occlude other objects). This
process is complicated by the length of the
RMS arm and by a large number of moveable
objects. These objects include the
following:

2 Moveable payload bay doors
2 Moveable payload bay radiator panels
8 Payload bay lights with ON-DIM-OFF
control
5 Moveable CCTV cameras
5 Moveable CCTV camera pan-tilt units
7 Port RMS arm segments
7 Optional Starboard RMS arm segments
4 Deployable payload spacecraft (4
PAMs for example)
8^ Moveable Spacecraft sunshield doors
48
Occlusion determination requires separate
DIG occlusion hardware, software and object
modeling. Occlusion objects (boxes) are
modeled to enclose the visual objects. DIG
Occlusion Processor hardware operating
with a general purpose minicomputer
determines occlusion object priorities.
CCTV Scanline intersection overflow has
become a problem. The CCTV DIG has a
capacity of 256 edge intersections per
scanline. This capacity is exceeded under
the following conditions:
o A large amount of payload detail is
required,
o 2 or 3 CCTV views are
simultaneously beinq used,
o A detailed scene is present on tne
same scanlines.
This problem first appeared in the STS-3
SMS payload configuration (FIGURE 3). The
problem became severe in the STS-7 scene
development. Several simplifications were
made to minimize re-occurrence during
flight crew training (FIGURE 4). Multiple
payload configurations will be modeled
reasonably simple in appearance. This will
keep potential scanline problems tolerable.
It is not practical to add more scanline
computer hardware because this DIG is no
longer being manufactured.
Stars
1079 stars are generated and displayed in
the forward and overhead windows. Any of
87 constellations
may be identified in
the forward windows. Overhead window stars
require 2X2 picture element size for
adequate brightness. This picture element
requirement hurts appearance realism but a
trained observer is able to recognize the
stars used for navigational
checks and inertial platform alignment
(FIGURE 2). No stars are needed
in the payload windows or CCTV.
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Sun Glare
Sun glare was simulated by modeling the sun
as four concentric circles decreasing in
intensity outward. The outer circle is 35
degrees in diameter. It had been found
that a television image of the normal
one-half degree diameter sun appeared
ridiculously dim against a black-sky
background, and was indistinguishable from
the image of the moon.
This sun glare model provides little or no
sun-shafting effect through the windows,
but it does give an unmistakeable
indication of the sun's presence in or near
any window or CCTV view.
RCS Jet Firing Plumes
RCS (Reaction Control System) jet firing
generates an orange-colored plume which may
be seen at nighttime. Plumes from the
upward and side-firing attitude control
jets on the Orbiter's nose are modeled to
give a jet firing visual cue. The plumes
are simple triangles or cones positioned
into the window view during the firing.
Simulated in similar fashion is the orange
flash from the solid rocket booster
separation motors during the launch
sequence.
LANDING SITE VISUAL SIMULATION
The SMS was delivered by Singer with
Edwards AFB as the landing site.
Flight crew acceptance of the Edwards
landing scene was such that a very
sophisticated camera-model simulation of
Edwards was deactivated and removed.
Six additional landing sites have been
completed in Houston by Singer Link. These
include:
• Kennedy Space Center-Florida
• Northrup Strip-White Sands,
New Mexico
• Hickam AFB/Honolulu Int.
Airport, Hawaii
• Kadena Air Force Base,
Okinawa
• Rota Naval Station, Spain
• Dakar-Yoff Airport, Senegal
• (Madrid, Spain-in work)

KSC was added for contingency launch aborts
as well as for eventual operational
landings.Northrup, Hickam, and Kadena are
other contingency
landing sites. Northrup was used on STS-3
and is available for an
abort-once-around landing. Rota and Dakar
(FIGURE 6) are TAL
(Transatlantic Abort Landing) contingency
sites. Another TAL site in work, Madrid,
will be discussed later.
Northrup and Hickam were the first two
sites where mountains were modeled
using three dimensions. (FIGURE 5).
These sites are quickly and efficiently
modeled requiring about 350 to 550 man
hours effort. Sites not yet modeled may be
simulated using an existing site. The
position and heading of its runways are
biased to that of the desired site.
The landing imagery directly overlays the
orbital earth scene. Landing
scenes are used for altitudes under 150,000
feet.
STS VISUAL LANDING AIDS
PAPI Lights
A visual landing aid was developed for the
STS called a PAPI (Precision Approach Path
Indicators) system. It was designed for
backup out-the-window determination of the
Orbiter's, 19-degrees outer glide slope
flight path. This landing phase occurs from
about 10,000 feet until pitch up to the Hdegree inner glide slope angle.
The PAPI system consists of four split
(white over red) lights, each set at a
different angle. For a nominal 19-degrees
flight path angle profile, the first PAPI
light is pointed up 16-degrees, the next
18-degrees, then 20-degrees, and 22-degrees
respectively. Thus when the flight path
angle to the PAPI's is maintained within
one-degree of the nominal angle the pilot
will see two white lights next to two red
lights.
PAPIs are simulated for any of following
ten runways:
Edwards 23, 17, 22, 4
Northrup Strip 23, 17, 35
Kennedy Space Center 15,33
Dakar, Senegal 1

Edwards was first modeled for Orbiter
landings on runwaysl?, 4 or 22. Later,
Runway 23 was modeled. STS-1 and 2 used
Runway 23. STS 4 & 5 used Runway 22.
Runway 4/22 modeled detail included the
distance-remaining markers. This detail
would be too small without CGI.
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Two Xenon transition spotlights will be
placed on the runway center!ine 4000 feet
short of the threshold. They will cast a
pencil-shaped beam of light on the ground
pointing in the direction of the runway.
Four more Xenon lights 1300 feet short of
the threshold and 50 feet off the runway
edge will floodlight the 15,000 feet runway
length particularly the first 3000 feet in
the planned touchdown area. Beyond 3000
feet the runway edges will be marked with
small white reflectors (identical to some
freeway lane divider markers). The
floodlights will illuminate these reflec
tors.

KSC has two sets of PAPIs on each end of
Runway 15/33. Two sets are positioned 7500
feet from the runway threshold for use in a
normal landing. The other two PAPIs are at
6500 feet available in the event of a
Launch abort.
Any of the individual PAPI lights may be
malfunctioned by an SMS instructor. If a
PAPI system angle other than 19° is desired
an SMS operator can easily enter the new
flight path angle.
"Ball-Bar" System
A visual glide slope landing system was
designed particularly as a backup landing
aid for future STS night landings. This
system is useful for daytime landings too,
and was first used for STS-5.

The SMS simulates the approach and runway
illumination produced by the Xenon lights
rather than the light sources. The runway
edge reflectors are treated as lights.

A bright white light is mounted on a pole
(the "ball"). The "ball" is placed 500
feet in front of and 13 feet higher than a
row of 6 red lights which form the "bar".
This geometry defines the H-degree inner
glide slope angle and is located to guide
the Orbiter to a touchdown at the desired
point, provided that the pilot keeps the
ball lined up with the bar (FIGURE 7).

KSC Runway 15/33 will have PAPI lights at
6500 feet or 7500 feet with acquisition
beacons. A transition light is not needed
because the ALSF2 FAA standard approach
lighting begins at 3000 feet from the
threshold.

Kennedy Space Center

At this writing the ALSF2 twenty-one
sequenced approach flashers are not planned
to be operated because their brightness may
interfere with the Orbiter's
heads-up-display of landing parameters.

Simulation of this system requires no
software other than modeling its geometry.
Ball-bar systems are currently simulated on
Edwards 17, KSC
15 and 33 and Dakar 1. Ball-bar
simulations are being added to the other
six runways which have PAPI lights.

Runway center!ine and touchdown zone
lighting (FIGURE 6) has been eliminated.
Instead, eight Xenon floodlights like those
for Edwards 17 will illuminate the runway.

NIGHT LAUNCH AND LANDING SIMULATION
FUTURE PLANS AND CHALLENGES

A night launch and landing capability was
completed in February 1983. Central and
southern California between Sacramento and
San Diego were remodeled to show night
lighting from cities and highways.
Approach and landing to Edwards lakebed
Runway 17 is simulated. Florida was remod
eled in a similar fashion for approach and
landing to the KSC Runway 15/33. The
launch tower is illuminated for night
missions.

Daytime Crew Station Illumination
Fourteen fluorescent lights are planned to
be inconspicuously mounted in each SMS crew
station to simulate daytime illumination of
the interior of the spacecraft. This
illumination will provide an obvious cue
for daytime.
Daytime illumination simulation will aid in
the timing of various SMS activities that
are dependent on night or day. For
example, navigational star sightings are
only performed during nighttime because
daytime cabin illumination renders the
stars invisible.

Edwards AFB
The Edwards Runway 17 lighting to be
simulated is quite unique. PAPI lights
will be placed 7500 feet from the runway
threshold. Flashing beacons on either side
of the PAPIs will aid in visual acquisition
prior to completion of the Orbiter's turn
to final approach heading.
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This simulation was not feasible in
previous simulators. The added cabin
illumination would have washed-out all
imagery from those lower-illumination
window displays.
Spacelab Launch Abort Landing Sites
European transatlantic abort landing sites
are required for Spacelab missions because
of their planned 57-degrees orbital
inclination.
Work is nearing
completion on such a contingency site near
Madrid, Spain:
Torrejon De Ardoz Air Base. The modeled
approach region will include all
of Spain and Portugal. Increased detail
will be supplied near the airfield.
This task is estimated to require 550
manhours. This site is scheduled to
be ready for training in July. Sites at
Fairford, England and Frankfort,
Germany may be modeled for later flights.
Scattered Cloud Cover Simulation
The Kennedy Space Center, soon to become
the primary STS landing site, generally has
partly-cloudy skies. A goal has been set
to simulate scattered cloud cover.
Different approaches are envisioned for day
or night simulation.
Daytime clouds should be three-dimensional.
However this requires a much higher number
of scene edges and TV scanline inter
sections with edges. Night clouds might be
simpler two-dimensional faces that obscure
the ground having simple low-intensity
cloud detail.
No computer image generation user is known
to have developed an acceptable scattered
cloud capability from whom the SMS might
benefit from experience.
Additional Night Landing Sites
The following Landing sites will probably
be the next to have a night landing visual
simulation.
•Edwards Runway 22/4.
landed here.

STS-4 & 5

•Northrup strip Runway 17 STS-3 landed
here.
•Dakar, Senegal. In the first planned
night STS mission Dakar
would be in daylight.

Vandenberg AFB Launch and Landing Site
Eventual flights from Vandenberg AFB will
require its simulation as a launch and
landing site. The visual simulation effort
for this site will benefit somewhat from
the California areas already in use for
Edwards. This area may be modified and
extended to serve as the lower detailed
portion of the Vandenberg approach terrain.
Simultaneous Operation of Windows
The forward and aft windows cannot be run
simultaneously due to excessive time
required of a visual interface computer.
Planned modifications to the SMS computer
complex are expected to reduce loading
permitting simultaneous forward and aft
window operations.
Detailed Aft Window Earth Scene
A detailed earth with a day-night
terminator is needed for the aft and
overhead windows, similar to that present
in the forward windows. This requires a
higher edge generation capacity than
provided by the current SMS 10,000 - face
boundary DIG system.
Aft Wide Angle Color Displays
CGI systems can generate color images as
easily as black and white scenes. But is
is difficult to achieve adequate brightness
and resolution in wide angle color
displays. Satisfaction of this need for
the aft and overhead windows would push the
current state of the art in
visual displays.
Increased STS Flight Rates
As the Space Transportation System enters
its operational phase, flight rates will
increase, moving toward 24 flights per
year. This will require new payload scenes
to be more rapidly modeled and checked out.
Repetition of similar payloads fortunately
will help alleviate this increased
workload.
Summary
The above plans and challenges are expected
to be solved and implemented in the next
few years. It is certain however that new
requirements, goals, and challenges will
arise as we move through the next twenty
years in space.
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CONCLUSION

The versatility and seemingly unlimited
capability of computer generated imagery
has proven to be a valuable asset in the
Shuttle Mission Simulator. Earth orbit
imagery, stars, and payloads for each STS
mission have been simulated. Eight daytime

landing scenes have been generated and two
for nighttime as well as visual landing
aids. New scenes can be quickly and
efficiently generated at relatively low
cost. Much more is planned or anticipated
to be accomplished using computer generated
imagery during the next twenty years in
space.
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FIGURE 2.

Overhead Window Eyepoint - Earth, Stars, RMS
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FIGURE 3.

STS-3 OSS-1 & DPI payloads, (IECM & POP not shown)
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FIGURE 4.

STS-7 SPAS, OSTA-2, 2 PAMs, (RMS not shown, KU-Band Antenna out of FOV)
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FIGURE 5.

Oahu- Pearl Harbor,.Honolulu Int. Airport, Honolulu in background
Holokai, Lanai, Maui
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FIGURE 6.

Nadir view over Dakar, Senegal .
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FIGURE 7.

Dakar-Yoff Airport - RW1 threshold, Ball-Bar System
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FIGURE 8,

KSC Runway 15.

(Early Development Version), (Overexposed VAB)
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